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DB42829 
Title: Daring to Dream 
Author: Nora Roberts 
Series: The Dream, Book 1 
Laura Templeton, Kate Powell, and Margo Sullivan are raised as sisters. 
Laura and her brother Josh are heirs of the Templeton Hotel family. Kate is 
an orphaned cousin. Margo, the daughter of the housekeeper, becomes a 
world-famous model until her dreams are shattered. Prequel to Holding the 
Dream. Some strong language and some descriptions of sex.  Bestseller. 
 
DB44156 
Title:  Holding the Dream 
Author: Nora Roberts 
Series: The Dream, Book 2 
In this sequel to Daring to Dream (DB 42829), accountant Kate Powell is 
stunned to be accused of skimming money from her clients. Suspended 
and working in the shop she co-owns with her cousin and friend, Kate's 
anxiety leads to illness. Her unlikely savior is suave Byron De Witt, a 
manager in Kate's uncle's hotel chain. Strong language and explicit 
descriptions of sex. 
 
DB45977 
Title:  Finding the Dream 
Author: Nora Roberts 
Series: The Dream, Book 3 
In this sequel to Holding the Dream (RC 44156), Laura Templeton 
struggles to cope with her divorce, raise her two daughters, run Templeton 
House, and work at the store where she is part owner. Further complicating 
her life, her brother Josh asks her for a favor on behalf of his longtime 
friend, Michael. Some strong language and some descriptions of sex. 
Bestseller. 
DB40549 



Title:  Dear Emily 
Author: Fern Michaels 
Emily, in love with Ian Thorn since the ninth grade, works hard to save 
money so Ian can finish college before they get married. Now after several 
years of marriage, Ian is dumping her. Having spent most of her life 
focusing on Ian and his career, Emily is lost. Can she survive on her own? 
Emily has plenty of spunk, and is soon on the way to a remarkable 
recovery. Strong language and some explicit descriptions of sex. 
Bestseller. 
 
DB85919 
What You Wish For 
Author: Fern Michaels 
Helen Ward flees across the country after her abusive husband tries to kill 
her and her dog, Lucie. With a new identity, Helen is rebuilding her life and 
even finds new love with college professor Sam Tolliver. But her past 
catches up to her. Some strong language and some descriptions of sex. 
2000. 
 
DB87509 
Title: The Godmothers 
Author: Fern Michaels 
Three novels of the continuing romantic and mysterious adventures of four 
friends, written between 2012 and 2013. In Deadline, Toots's daughter, 
Abby, is concerned about a missing actress, and the godmothers are all 
willing to help. Also includes Breaking News and Classified. Some strong 
language and some descriptions of sex. 2013. 
 
DB66660 
Title:  Naughty Neighbor 
Author: Janet Evanovich 
Washington, D.C. Ambitious thirty-year-old Louisa Brannigan, press 
secretary to a U.S. senator, is kept awake by her loud, self-indulgent 
neighbor, scriptwriter Pete Streeter. After Pete causes Louisa to lose her 



job, they collaborate on his story line involving corruption and drugs in high 
places. Some descriptions of sex.  Bestseller. 1992. 
 
DB63690 
Title:  Thanksgiving 
Author:   Janet Evanovich 
Williamsburg, Virginia. A chance encounter with a wayward pet rabbit 
introduces potter Megan Murphy to the animal's owner, pediatrician Patrick 
Hunter. Megan and Patrick become unlikely guardians of an abandoned 
infant, and as Thanksgiving approaches, the pair contemplates making 
their makeshift family legitimate. Some descriptions of sex. Bestseller. 
1988. 
 
DB62306 
Title:  Manhunt 
Author:  Janet Evanovich 
Twenty-nine-year-old corporate executive Alexandra Scott trades her 
upscale New Jersey condo and glam career for a rustic log cabin and 
hardware store in the Alaskan wilderness. Alex is determined to find a 
husband, and her wealthy new neighbor, Michael Casey, seems attracted 
to her. Some descriptions of sex. 1989. 
 
DB34792 
Title:  The Generous Earl 
Author: Catherine Coulter 
When English duke Ian Carmichael inherits a Scottish earldom, he seizes 
the opportunity to visit his new property. The new earl's plans to make the 
ancient estate self-sufficient are complicated by his growing attraction to his 
young relative, seventeen-year-old Brandy, along with an unexpected visit 
from his fiancee and a mysterious attempt on his life. Some strong 
language and explicit descriptions of sex. 
 
 
 
 



DB37932 
Title:  The Rebel Bride 
Author:  Catherine Coulter 
Katharine Brandon is a young girl from the country and not used to the 
ways of the "ton," but Julien St. Clair, earl of March, has fallen in love and 
plans to marry her. But Kate opposes marriage to any man. In fear, Kate 
flees to Paris, where Julien finds her, weds her, and takes her to 
Switzerland. There he learns the terrifying truth about why she wanted 
marriage to no one. Some strong language and some explicit descriptions 
of sex.  Bestseller. 
 
DB74028 
Title:  Prince of Ravenscar 
Author: Catherine Coulter 
England, 1831. Widower Lord Julian, prince of Ravenscar, returns home 
after three years to discover that his mother wants him to marry her late 
friend's daughter Sophie. Meanwhile, the brother of Julian's deceased wife 
blames Julian for her death and seeks revenge. Some descriptions of sex. 
Commercial audiobook.  2011. 
 
DB56414 
Title:  Dating Game 
Author: Danielle Steel 
Paris Armstrong's husband wants a divorce after twenty-four years of 
marriage. Frustrated with the single life in Connecticut, Paris soon moves 
to California, where her adult children live. At first the dating scene there is 
dreary, until she develops new friends. Some descriptions of sex and some 
strong language. Bestseller.  2003. 
 
DB60644 
Title: Miracle 
Author: Danielle Steel 
A fierce storm hits San Francisco on New Year's Eve, bringing together 
three people who form a unique friendship. Each gradually reveals his or 
her personal problems to the group and finds strength in the growing 



camaraderie. And in the end, love blossoms for all. Some descriptions of 
sex and some strong language. Bestseller. Commercial audiobook.  2005. 
 
DB63495 
Title:  Sisters 
Author:  Danielle Steel 
Four siblings pull together during a family crisis. After their mother is 
tragically killed and sister Annie, an artist, is blinded, supermodel Candy, 
television producer Tammy, and lawyer Sabrina move into a New York 
townhouse to grieve and cope. Some descriptions of sex and some strong 
language. Bestseller. Commercial audiobook.  2007. 
 
 
 
 
 
 




